VACATION GONE WRONG
Setting: Faraway Island
Scene 1. 7:50am
At rise, Jeremy and Stephen wake up.
Stephen (SLEEP)
Wake up, wake up, wake up!
Jeremy
Ah! Where are we?
Stephen
I think that the cruise ship crashed.
Jeremy
Are we the only people alive?
Stephen
I think so.
Jeremy
Our vacation is ruined. How are we going to get off of this island?
Stephen
Maybe we should build a boat. That way we can still sail to El Salvador and finish our vacation.
Jeremy
I don’t know, brother. I don’t know much about building boats and neither do you. What if it
breaks and we drown?
Stephen
You won’t drown. I’m the best swimmer around. You’re safe with me. Let’s just try it.
Jeremy
Ok. Well, we should get some food before we start building. I’m hungry.
Stephen
Me too. I’ll try to catch some shrimp and crab. Can you find some firewood and boat materials?

Jeremy
Sure. I’ll run a lap around the island and see what I find.
Stephen
Sounds like a plan.let do it.
(They both leave.)
Scene 2. 12:05pm
At rise, Stephen is building the boat. Jeremy is cooking food over the open fire.
Jeremy
I found this coconut tree, filled with huge coconuts. Do you want some?
[ jeremy hands stephen the coconut with his tail]
Stephen
Yes! I’m so thirsty. How’s the shrimp and crab coming?
Jeremy
Almost finished. How about you with the boat?
Stephen
Just finished the floor. All we need are some paddles.
Jeremy
I can’t believe this is all working out. Soon, we’ll be in El Salvador, living our vacation dreams. I
can’t wait to check into our hotel suite and take a nice, long warm shower. Then jump into the
California king bed and sleep until dinner time. We’ll have a seafood feast at the fancy 5 star
restaurant. I can’t wait to see our family and friends and tell them the story about the cruise ship,
about the island. And, of course, we have to go to the water park. We have to!
Stephen
I can’t wait to just get home to Guatemala or finish this vacation. Anything beats being on this
island. Is the food done yet?
Jeremy
Yup. What do you want, crab or shrimp?
Stephen
I’ll take shrimp, please.
Jeremy
(Handing Stephen the shrimp)

Here you go. This is all the food we have on the island. Just to be safe, I’ll do another lap to see
what’s out.
Stephen
Why don’t I go with you?
Jeremy
You don’t need to. Anyways, you’ll slow me down.
Stephen
Fine. Just be careful. I don’t want to lose my only brother.
TURN CAMERA OFF switch to night
(Jeremy leaves. Stephen continues to build the boat. But after a while, he begins to look around
for Jeremy and finds his tracks. He follows it. He finds Jeremy eating.)
Stephen
What are you doing?
Jeremy
What are you doing here?
Stephen
I was getting worried when you didn’t come back. So, I came to check on you. I followed your
footprints in the sand. Also I wanted to tell you that the bout is finished and Are you eating
something?
Jeremy
No.
Stephen
Why didn't you tell me?
Jeremy
Look, I'm sorry. I just thought that you would take it away, and it’s my favorite food.
Stephen
It is okay, but you should’ve told me. I was hungry too.
Jeremy
It’s getting late. Let's get back to camp. We need sleep to leave the island
Stephen

Ok but where did you get the food?
Jeremy
from the cruise ship
Stephen
maybe there is more food at the shore. Do you think that you can take a lap by the shore for
food in the morning before we go?
Jeremy
Sure!
Scene 3. (morning TIME)

switch to beach

stephen (SLEEP)
Jeremy wake up
Jeremy
(yawning) Good morning stephen
stephen
Good morning. You ready to leave the island?
Jeremy
Yes just let me wake up
[Jeremy goes to wash his face in water]
jeremy
Ahhhhh that is nice!
Stephen
You ready to run a lap to get some food before we go
[Jeremy leaves to go get food ] TURN CAMERA OFF
[Stephen get the boat ready to leave]
jeremy
The only thing I found is 3 coconuts and 1 fish.
Stephen
WHAT what was all that food that you were eating?

Jeremy
Just kidding, there was too much to carry, so I just brought what I could bring. Let’s go get the
rest.
[Stephen and jeremy go get the rest ]
[Stephen and jeremy bring back 7 coconut and 5 fish ]
Stephen
Jeremy let’s start cooking the fish
Jeremy
ok
[Jeremy finishes the fish and they eat]
Stephen
that was so good
Jeremy
That was good. I guess that it’s time to go.
Stephen
I guess so
[Stephen and jeremy said goodbye to the island] turn camera off
[ stephen and jeremy get on the boat and sail away ]
[stephen wakes up on the cruise ship ]
Stephen
Ahhhh where are we?
Jeremy
On the cruise ship. Are you ok?
Stephen
Yeah I just had the weirdest dream. I will tell you later

Costume Ideas:
Long, curved tails (hooked)
Hawiian shirts
Sun glasses
hats

NOTEs
*Jeremy found food from the cruise ship. Wants to keep it all for himself.
*Trying to figure out what happened to cruise.
*Try to get off.
*Try to deal with it and rebuild.
*On vacation.
*Where is the ship

*Where is everyone else
*Jeremy fears drowning
*Stephen fears losing his brother
*Stephen’s secret is that he knows a way to get off the island. While swimming he finds another
boat. A paddle boat from a cruise ship floating at sea. The boat needs 2 people, Jeremy cant
swim. It’s a better boat that wont break.
*Jeremy’s secret is he found a way to get food and doesn’t want to share with his brother.

